
Australia’s first fully recyclable 
mattress collection

Made by Nature  
Crafted by A.H. Beard.
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A.H. Beard Origins is the latest in a long list of sleep innovations dating back to 1899. 
Handmade to order in Australia, your A.H. Beard Origins mattress is a superb expression  

of the sleepsmith’s craft and a wise investment in your wellbeing. 

A.H. BEARD ORIGINS 

Handmade to order by 
Australia’s master sleepsmith
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But recently, something  
else has been disturbing  
our dreams.

The one million mattresses 
every year that end their lives 
in Australian landfill.

As a business committed to 
circular sustainability, we’re a 
driving force behind mattress 
recycling in Australia.  

And as the nation’s leading 
independent manufacturer, 
we couldn’t rest until we’d 
created Australia’s first fully 
recyclable mattresses. 

A range we’re  
now proud to call  
A.H. Beard Origins.

Mattresses made with locally 
sourced wool fibres, fabrics 
woven from sustainably grown 
eucalyptus, and the world’s 
first 100% recyclable pocket 
spring support system.

Beds, handmade to order in 
Australia, that will go on to live 
other useful lives, long after 
they’ve given you the best 
sleep of your life.  

Our passion for 
giving people the 
best sleep of their 
lives has been 
keeping us awake 
at night since 1899. 

There’s green.  
And there’s green tag.

It takes more than just ‘being 
green’ to earn Global Green 
Tag Platinum certification. 
One of the world’s most 
demanding, trusted and widely 
recognised ecolabels, it was 
awarded to the A.H. Beard 
Origins range of mattresses. 

Find us at:  
www.globalgreentag.com



QuadCore™

A recyclable support system in which 
each wire spring is individually wrapped in 
its own fabric pocket. This design means 
each spring can move independently 
of those around it, protecting you from 
partner disturbance. 

Comfort Coils
A.H. Beard Origins mattresses (from Planet 
QI upwards) contain up to 9,000 of these 
recyclable comfort coils, which conform to 
your body and ease pressure on your hips, 
back and shoulders as you sleep. 

EvoCoil®

Found in our Prosperity range, EvoCoil is 
the world’s first 100% recyclable pocket 
spring support system. It is ultrasonically 
welded rather than glued, so the non-
woven fabric pockets and steel springs can 
be separated for recyling at end of life.

Every component in an A.H. Beard Origins mattress is chosen for its sleep-enhancing 
qualities, the sustainability of its source and its end-of-life recyclability. 

Made to make  
tomorrow better

EVOCOIL®

QUADCORE™

MICRO COMFORT COILS
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Tencel® & organic cotton
Soft, breathable fabric made from 
a blend of Tencel® and organic 
cotton is responsibly milled in 
Australia. Renowned for its softness, 
Tencel® is made from the fibres of 
sustainably grown eucalypts. Tencel® 
naturally wicks heat and moisture 
away from the body to keep you 
sleeping comfortably. It is naturally 
antimicrobial and biodegradable.

Organic cotton has a lower carbon 
footprint, using less fuel, water 
and energy to produce. Its natural 
antimicrobial qualities also make 
it perfect for a healthy sleep 
environment. 

Supporting Australian 
jobs and communities 

A wonderful night’s sleep isn’t 
the only benefit of your Origins 
mattress. Craftsman-made in 
Australia using locally preferred 
materials and components, your 
Origins mattress will also support 
our growers and create jobs and 
wealth in our communities.

Australian wool 
The wools sourced for Origins 
mattresses come from Australian 
farms such as Cloven Hills in 
Victoria, where sheep are farmed 
to the highest environmental and 
ethical standards. When it’s finished 
keeping you comfortable, the wools 
in Origins mattresses can be turned 
into protective padding blankets or 
roofing insulation. 



6 What should you  
look for when investing  
in a mattress? 
As bedmakers with over a century 
of experience, we believe it comes 
down to these six essentials,  
which create the ideal conditions 
for healthy, restorative sleep.   
You’ll find all six in every A.H. Beard 
Origins mattress. 

essential 
features  
for 
premium 
sleep
FOUND IN EVERY A.H. BEARD 
ORIGINS MATTRESS

*Comfort Coils are featured in models from Planet Q1 and above

1. It just feels right 
A blend of super soft Tencel® and 
organic cotton is bound to a deep 
layer of Australian wool with hand 
tufting that runs the full depth of the 
mattress. It creates a luxurious first 
impression that is repeated every 
time you go to bed. 

2. All-over comfort   
As you recline, sumptuous wool fibres 
and Comfort Coils* gently conform to 
your body’s curves, helping to relieve 
pressure, prevent discomfort and 
keep you relaxed from dusk till dawn. 

3. All-night support   
While you sleep, every spring works 
independently to support your spine, 
creating the perfect posture for your 
body to rest, recover and rejuvenate.  

4. A healthy sleep     
environment 
The hypoallergenic and antimicrobial 
qualities of the naturally sourced 
fabrics and fibres create a healthy 
sleep environment. The Ultrashield 
treatment provides extra protection 
from mould, bacteria and dust mites.

5. Don’t be disturbed 
The comfort layers and 
independently supporting coils 
absorb the movements of others 
sharing your bed, helping reduce 
partner disturbance.   

6. Temperature regulating 
To keep you comfortable on warm 
nights, our craftsmen selected 
components to encourage the flow 
of air and help disperse heat. Fabrics 
and wool fibres were chosen for their 
natural wicking properties that draw 
heat and moisture from the skin. 

The
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Explore the range
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Prosperity
For those who appreciate 

the true value of deep, 
rejuvenating sleep, our 

Prosperity range spares 
no expense to bring you 

nights of perfect rest.  

Featuring EvoCoil, the world’s 
first 100% recyclable support 
system, the only thing you’ll be 
spoiling is yourself.



Prosperity MEIII+ 
Handmade with the finest sustainable fabrics, responsibly sourced natural fibres  

and the world’s first 100% recyclable support system. Our craftsmen have created  

the perfect conditions for blissful sleep, without disturbing mother nature.

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
sumptuous Merino wool and 10,500 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep. 
3000 EvoCoil pocket springs support 
your posture throughout the night,  
so you wake refreshed, rejuvenated 
and ready to live your best life.   

   
QUEEN  

$6,999 RRP 
   

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the 100% 
recyclable EvoCoil support system, 
your Origins mattress is designed for 
all our tomorrows.

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

AUSTRALIAN MERINO WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC

2,500 AIRFLOW COMFORT COILS 

8,000 ULTRA MICRO COMFORT COILS 

3000 EVOCOIL SUPPORT SPRINGS 

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD
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FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL



FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

QUEEN   

$5,999 RRP 
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Prosperity MEIII
True luxury doesn’t come cheap, but with Prosperity 

MEIII’s sustainable fabrics, natural fibres and recyclable 

spring systems, the environment won’t pay a price.

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
sumptuous Merino wool and 9000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep. 
3000 EvoCoil pocket springs support 
your posture throughout the night,  
so you wake refreshed, rejuvenated 
and ready to live your best life.      

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the 100% 
recyclable EvoCoil support system, 
your Origins mattress is designed for 
all our tomorrows.

AUSTRALIAN MERINO WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

5000 AIRFLOW COMFORT COILS 

4000 ULTRA MICRO COMFORT COILS

3000 EVOCOIL SUPPORT SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

 

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers



FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

QUEEN  

$4,999 RRP   
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Prosperity MEII
The Prosperity MEII owes its quality to 

over a century of bedmaking heritage,  

but it’s made with a better future in mind. 

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
sumptuous Merino wool and 5000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep. 
3000 EvoCoil pocket springs support 
your posture throughout the night,  
so you wake refreshed, rejuvenated 
and ready to live your best life.            

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the 100% 
recyclable EvoCoil support system, 
your Origins mattress is designed for 
all our tomorrows.  

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

AUSTRALIAN MERINO WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC

5000 AIRFLOW COMFORT COILS

3000 EVOCOIL SUPPORT SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD



Populace
With its sumptuous Cloven Hills Origins wool 
and pressure relieving Micro Comfort Coils, 

you’ll feel the difference on a Populace mattress, 
but the planet won’t.  
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Populace QIII
To ease the pressure on your hips, back and shoulders, 

we added 4000 Ultra Micro Comfort Coils. To soften the 

impact on the environment, we made them recyclable.  

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made from 
Tencel® and organic cotton, sumptuous 
Cloven Hills Origins wool and 9000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep.  
660 QuadCore springs support your 
posture throughout the night, so you 
wake refreshed, rejuvenated and ready 
to live your best life.    

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your  
Origins mattress is designed for all  
our tomorrows.  

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

CLOVEN HILLS ORIGINS WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

5000 AIRFLOW COMFORT COILS 

4000 MICRO COMFORT COILS

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

QUEEN  

$3,799 RRP
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Populace QII
You’ll sleep better knowing your mattress 

isn’t destined for landfill. An extra 2500 

Airflow Comfort Coils should help, too.  

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made from 
Tencel® and organic cotton, sumptuous 
Cloven Hills Origins wool and 5000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep.  
660 QuadCore springs support your  
posture throughout the night, so you 
wake refreshed, rejuvenated and ready 
to live your best life.   

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your 
Origins mattress is designed for all 
our tomorrows. 

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

CLOVEN HILLS ORIGINS WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

5000 AIRFLOW COMFORT COILS

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

QUEEN  

$3,299 RRP
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Populace QI
A mattress made with love, not glue,  

the Populace QI creates a healthier environment 

for your sleep and future generations.

A better tomorrow for you

Premium damask fabric made from 
Tencel® and organic cotton, sumptuous 
Cloven Hills Origins wool and 2500 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep.  
660 QuadCore springs support your  
posture throughout the night, so you 
wake refreshed, rejuvenated and ready 
to live your best life.   

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your 
Origins mattress is designed for all 
our tomorrows.

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

CLOVEN HILLS ORIGINS WOOL

PREMIUM DAMASK TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

2500 MICRO COMFORT COILS

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

QUEEN  

$2,799 RRP
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Planet
The world really is 
a better place after 

a night of deep, 
rejuvenating sleep 

on an Origins Planet 
mattress.

Craftsman-made, fully 
recyclable and based on the 
superb QuadCore support 
system, you’ll contribute to 
a sustainable future while 
enjoying your best sleep ever.  
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Planet QII
Say goodnight and goodbye to 

environmental harm. Say hello to 

the best sleep of your life.

A better tomorrow for you

Super soft stretch knit fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
Australian blended wool and 2000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep. 660 
QuadCore pocket springs support 
your posture throughout the night, so 
you wake refreshed, rejuvenated and 
ready to live your best life.

      

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your 
Origins mattress is designed for all 
our tomorrows.  

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

AUSTRALIAN BLENDED WOOL

STRETCH KNIT TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

2000 MINI COMFORT COILS

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

QUEEN  

$2,299 RRP
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Planet QI
Dreaming of a world without waste?  

Here’s the perfect place for your slumbers.

A better tomorrow for you

Super soft stretch knit fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
Australian blended wool and 1000 
Comfort Coils gently conform to your 
body as you drift into deep sleep. 660 
QuadCore pocket springs support 
your posture throughout the night, so 
you wake refreshed, rejuvenated and 
ready to live your best life.

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your 
Origins mattress is designed for all 
our tomorrows.  

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

AUSTRALIAN BLENDED WOOL

STRETCH KNIT TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

1000 MINI COMFORT COILS

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

QUEEN  

$1,999 RRP
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Planet Q
Wake up to sustainable sleep on 

Australia’s first fully recyclable mattress.

A better tomorrow for you

Super soft stretch knit fabric made 
from Tencel® and organic cotton, 
Australian blended wool gently 
conform to your body as you drift 
into deep sleep. 660 QuadCore 
pocket springs support your posture 
throughout the night, so you wake 
refreshed, rejuvenated and ready to 
live your best life. 

A better tomorrow for the planet

Every component has been chosen 
both for its sleep-enhancing qualities 
and environmental merits. From the 
Tencel® fabric made with sustainably 
grown eucalypts, to the recyclable 
woollen fibres and springs, your 
Origins mattress is designed for all 
our tomorrows.

Find this bed at ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

FIRMER FEEL                              SOFTER FEEL

AUSTRALIAN BLENDED WOOL

STRETCH KNIT TENCEL®  
AND ORGANIC COTTON FABRIC 

660 QUADCORE POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE IN AUSTRALIA BY A.H. BEARD

QUEEN  

$1,699 RRP
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Range  
Overview

Traditional Hand Tufting

Fabric

Wool

Ultra Micro Comfort Coils

Airflow Micro Comfort Coils

Micro Comfort Coils

Mini Comfort Coils

Support System

Total Coil Count

Headboard compatible

Adjustable base compatible

10 Year Guarantee

Queen mattress RRP

8,000 
2 Tiers

Tencel® & organic cotton 
premium damask

EvoCoil Support System  
3000 Springs

Australian 
Merino Wool

Tencel® & organic cotton 
premium damask

QuadCore Support System 
660 Springs

Cloven Hills  
Origins Wool

Tencel® & organic cotton 
stretch knit fabric

QuadCore Support System 
660 Springs

Blended 
Australian Wool

2,500 
1 Tier

$6,999

13,500

$3,799

9,660

$2,299

2,660

5,000  
2 Tiers

5,000  
2 Tiers

$5,999

12,000

$3,299

5,660

$1,999

1,660

$4,999

8,000

$2,799

3,160

$1,699

660

2,500 
1 Tier

5,000 
2 Tiers

5,000 
2 Tiers

2,000 
2 Tiers

1,000 
1 Tier

4,000 
1 Tier

4,000 
1 Tier
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Proudly  
Australian  
Made
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The 
Finishing
Touches

To find your closest A.H. Beard Origins retailer visit ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

Complete your bedroom with a 
stylish bedhead and base. Expertly 
upholstered in fabric made using 
yarns made from 40% recycled 
plastic, they are good-looking and 
good for the planet.

Bedheads

Choose from high or low profile,  
and smooth or button finish. 
High profile: 1400mm 
Low profile: 1150mm

Base Options

Our handmade bases provide a 
strong, durable foundation for your 
A.H. Beard Origins mattress. Select a 
space saving storage base with one 
or two drawers to give you extra room 
for bedroom essentials.
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Need a bed for your head?

Pillows are an integral part of any 
sleep system, working together with 
your mattress to deliver a better 
night’s sleep. A good-quality pillow will 
support your head and neck while you 
sleep, enhancing your overall comfort 
so you wake up rejuvenated.

Complement  
your A.H. Beard  
Origins mattress

Adjust your comfort

An adjustable bed features parts 
that can be raised or lowered 
independently for optimum comfort. 
For example, if you want to raise 
your legs to ease lower back pain, 
the lower section of the bed can be 
raised. Or if you want to sit up straight 
to read a book, you can choose to 
raise the top section while leaving  
the lower section flat.

Smart thinking  
while you sleep

Not sure how much sleep you’re 
getting? Monitor, track and analyse 
your sleep patterns with our 
innovative Smart Sleep Solutions 
tracking devices.

To find your closest A.H. Beard Origins stockist visit ahbeard.com/origins/retailers
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To find your closest A.H. Beard Origins retailer  

visit ahbeard.com/origins/retailers

Or call our A.H. Beard Customer Care on 

1300 654 000 (AU) 


